CHERRYWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION STEERING COMMITTEE
MINUTES 11 NOVEMBER 2009
1. Call to order, introductions. (6:32)
—SC Present: Jeremy Mazur, Robin Peeples, Girard Kinney, Deb Freeman, Justin Irving,
David Greene, Rebecca Kohout
2. CHULU announcement (Priscilla Boston)
—Asked interested people to sign up for shifts at the Cherrywood Art Fair
3. Introductions with name and street.
4. Constable _____ and Deputy Williams (?)
—Came to introduce themselves and offer their contact information
5. Update regarding development at Mueller (Corky Hilliard)
—Presented mission statement for neighborhood development
—Power substation location is currently presenting an issue
—By 2013, it is projected that Mueller will have 850 elementary school-aged children:
School capacities are going to be an issue.
—The pool is open to the public during the same times as other Austin city pools
—Asked for comments and requests:
—Too few trash cans
—Too few doggie bag dispensers
—Issues with the traffic turnabout and 'longhorn'
—Interest how to suggest business types or specific business people would like to see in
Mueller
6. 147th District Court candidates each given 30 seconds to speak (Cliff Brown, Karen
Sage, Olga Seelig)
7. Considerations of motions approved by the CNA Steering Committee
—Motion to support VMU zoning for properties located along 2500-2506 Manor Road
—Neighborhood voted, motion carried with one opposed.
—Motion to request that the City of Austin amend a proposed open container prohibition
to apply to the I-35, Cherrywood Avenue, Manor Road, 38 1/2 Street, and Airport
Boulevard corridors (city council did not grant this request).
—Girard moves to support a substitute motion to only support a ban if it's city-wide.
—Jeremy offers a substitute-substitute motion: Support a city-wide ban if there is to be a
ban; if that ban fails to pass, the neighborhood will then support a Cherrywood corridors
ban.
—Sub-sub motion carried with one opposed.
8. Approval of steering committee members for 2009-2011 terms:

—Girard Kinney, Rebecca Kohout, Jack Newman, Deb Freeman, Deb Freeman, David
Greene, Aaron Choate
—Eric (?) will replace David Greene.
—This cohort was unanimously accepted.
9. Discussion and possible action regarding the Cherrywood Neighborhood Sidewalk
Plan
—Girard and Jeremy presented the plan and its history, and then fielded questions.
—Concerns of neighbors:
—Trees (sidewalk plan does seek to try to save trees)
—People on La Fayette are concerned about that street becoming a major corridor with
increased traffic. The counter suggestion is that setting it up for increased pedestrian and
cyclist traffic would actually decrease motor vehicle traffic.
—Will the city pay to move meters, etc, that are displaced by street reconstruction.
—MUCH discussion. Will continue to work on it, field neighbor concerns, and readdress
at the next meeting.
10. Meeting adjourned at 8:24.

